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. Colby GofegeiWiB .' ,
Be On The Air
Monday From 6:30 '
To 7:00 P. M. As
Regular Feature

Big Student Council j
Dance Takes Place
Saturday From 8:00
To 11:30 P. M. In
>
Alumnae Building

British Economist Jumbo Pins Decisive- "
Lor d Marl ey Predicts
Split In British Empire Speaks At Colby
Defeat On Colby Mules
Believes Trade Treaties
Must Undergo
Changes

Upholding one of Colby's newer
traditions, President Johnson introduced the first speaker of the ninth
annual lecture series Friday evening,
by recallin g that each year England
has had at least one representative
on the lecture course. This year, her
able delegate was Lord Marley, a distinguished British peer, and leader of
the opposition in the House of Lords.
Lord Marley began his discourse
by tracing the recent growth of the
British Empire from the founding of
its first foreign colony at Jamestown
to the present day. Stating that "As
you look back on history with curious
ey es , you will find that history is the
record of man in conflict with circumstances," Lord Marley proceeded to
show the various instances in the
founding of the British Empire which
amply prove this statement. The first
British colonies were a direct result
of such a conflict.
(Continued on page 3)

Out i n g Club Plans
Ga la Future Events
; The Colby College Outing Club,
"the" fastest' growing - organization oh
the campus, this week entered the
busiest year of its existence. At a
meeting of the governing board , held
last Tuesday, extensive plans were
laid for the fall and winter activities
of the club.
Early in October, there will be a
trip to some nearby mountain, similar to the very successful Mount Bigelow trip held last autumn. It is expected that the foliage will be at its
best on that week-end, which should
make the trip a memorable one.
This year the club will have a distinctive emblem , which all members
will be allowed to wear, and the design, for tho new emblem will be approved shortly.
Plans are already underway for tho
1938 Winter Carnival, the second majo r carnival in Colby's history. Next
year, the carnival will be held February 4 , 5 and 6. A sports meet, an
evening of unusual entertainment, a
hockey game with Boston University,
tho crowning of the Carnival Queen ,
(Continued on page 6)

Camera Club Plans
For future Events
The Camera Club plans what prom.
isos to be an eventful year. President , Ed Shumnn announced tho
sch e dul e which i s hi gh li ghte d b y th o
p lans t o travel t o Mati 'ni cus to the
fishing village there , t o vi sit the fa l ls
at Moxio and to hold an exhibition
of mem b er 's prints t aken oh th o ^numovous trips of last yoar. The complete schedule is as follows.
v
October 10, trip to Moxio;
October 16, trip to Mntinicns.
Octob er 19, lecture by Shumnn on
"Night Photography. "
November 2 , Still-life photography.
November 1G, lectin^ on "Ph otographic Pictorialism ," by Secretary
.Fern Brouker,
November 30, lecture on "Photography with a Miniature Camera," by
Vice President Mnchoon Stovons.
Docombor 7-13, exhibition ,
Attention is called to tho exhibition ol! prisso-winning prints now on
display in tho library.

Denise Ferret New
Exchan ge Student

At the joint assembly held . Monday
morning, October f ourth , . in the
chapel the guest speaker was Mr.
Evan F. M. Durbin , an economist
from the London School, of Economics.. After a personal note expressing
A stranger in America, Denise his delight on this first visit to AmeriFerret, the French exchange student ca, he spoke on the current and pertiseems to be already at home at Colby. nent subj ect "The Future of Our
She arrived in New .York, Tuesday, Present Industrial System."
Mr. Durbin reminded us that his
September 21 on the S. S. Lafayette
and immediately went to the Interna- subject concerned all of the people
tional House where all exchange stu- now living in democracies who are bedents convene before go»ing to their ing forced to adjust themselves to the
respective colleges. To her, New present economic order. He emphasYork was very exciting in its hustle ized that the way in which we live is
and bustle, but she didn 'l have much changing und.er our eyes, and that
time to see it as she was kept exceed- the greatest problem which we now
face is to find how it would be wise
ingly busy.
She is perfecting her English in to - change. The people of England
America in order that she may be- and America live under the order of
capitalism, a capitalism which , . rises
(Continued on page 6)
from ' three institutions, rationalism,
unlimited acquisitiveness, and expansionism.
However, from the point of view of
understanding, this list is not exhausFraternities Under Fire tive enough. It concentrates merely
on the differences between capitalism
and
the preceding economic institu' It has been the tradition of Colby
tions.
. . The most important one of
College to have fraternities and soroi-these institutions common to b oth is
ities on its campus. For a long, long
property, for property is the domitime they have ' flourished' and have
nant underlying principle of economic
formed a very intricate " and very
situations. Secondly, one must inwholesome part of the student life
clude the. institution of right of behere. That they do so now or that
quest and inheritance, since from it
they will continue to do so in the
comes , a social characteristic of the
future-?3 questionable. , We ,s.ee.many. society in 'which' we live:™Lastly, capthings that are fine in these fraterniitalism is divided on the question of
ties. We admire their anns and their
freedom of enterprise.
ideals. We appreciate fche fact that
Rationalism of capitalistic techin a college where there .are no living
nique is one of the greatest discoveraccommodations provided for the up(Continued on page 3)
per class men, fra ternities.are splendid.
We aro about to move our college
to a new and better location where
that situation will be entirely relieved. We sincerely believe, with that
in mind , that there are other systems
In the latter part of this coming
of campus life that are better adaptr
October
, a new student collegiate
ed to our needs, and we therefore
magazine
will' ihake its debut not only
feel; that it is to the bosfc interests of
at
Colby
college,
but also on college
Colby College that her fraternities
campuses
in
all
parts
of Now Engbe done away with.
to be known
land.
This
new
journal
,
Do you , or do you not behove in
as
the
Collegiate
Review,
is to be the
fraternities for Mayflow-cr Hill? Tho
product
of
the
first
cooperative
jour time is coming when it will bo necessary for you to take a stand on this nalistic union of students from all of
¦our New England colleges. At last
(Continued on piuge 3)
tho organization of this long-awaited
magazine is finally nearing completion. Staffs have been appointed ;
first assignments have been given out.
This Collegiate Review will be
unique . in its field , the only student
magazine to be published solely by
students with the interest of the stuSponsored joi ntly by the Colby Outdent in mind. . It will have no coning and the Colby Camera Club , a
nection with commercial interests
joint outing open to alE students of
or any student organizations. It will
both .divisions will bo Ihold Sunday,
also havo no denominational or politOctober 10. This trip, tho first of
ical prejudices. Since it is to be done
the season for both clubs and the first
by the students of Now England coljoint expedition hold by the two
logos and not by any individual or
groups, is expected to attract wide
any . ono college, it will reflect the
attention. The destination is Pleasthoughts and tho character of that
ant P ond' Mountain , l ocate d on th o
stu dent body, th e 75 , 000 students
edge of tho famous Mnimo wilderness,
who 'go to college in tho sixty-odd
an d si d e tr ips wi l l bo msulo ,to Moxio
Now England colleges.
Pa lls , an d the beautifuil man-made
Tho contents of tho magassino will
Wyman Lake.
bo . divided into throe sections, First,
Pleasant Pon d Mountain is located
;
' ' (Continued on page 3)
about 75 milos from .Tfatorvillo, on
tho shore of primitive PHoasnnt Pond.
Its summit is bare, and ±.*om thb firo
towor on tho highest point, th ore is
an extensive viow covering a whole
section of tho state, Moxio Falls,
though not known to tho general run
of tourists , is! one : of the highest nnd
most beautiful in tho state. Tho
stream drops 90 vortical foot with
MAY SECURE THEIR ECHOS
hardly an obstruction,
Tho Camera Club contingent will
I N RE C ITATI ON HALL ON
lbavo Foss HaH afr 7.00 A., M,, and will
THUR SDAY S AND FRIDAY S
first sto p, at Wyman Lnl<p, which of;
a; m., only; ' •
f ers varied photographic: possibilities,
Tho Outin g Clubbers will -leave nt
(C ontinued on pingo 4)

War Is Decla red

Collegiate Review
Will Appear Soon

Joint expedition
Planned Sunda y

STUDENTS

Not Living in
Fraternit y Houses
or Dorm s
.
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Tufts Plays Are Too Tricky
Dr. Longee Explores
Nort h ern Ru ssia And Foxy For Colby
Team

Dr. Richard Lougee, head of the
geology department at - Colby, has
many tales to relate after his return
from Russia where he attended the International - Congress of Geologists.
Dr. Lougee made- a transcontinental European trip from Belgium to
Russia via Germany and Poland, in
all four of which countries he found
the strain created by political dissension perceptible. Surrounded by
countries whose hostilities have been
rampant since the beginning of the
post-war era, Russia encloses herself
behind a barbed wire fence the bor(Continued on page G)

By Russ Blanchard
Inability to shackle the strong running game of a crafty Tufts College
eleven which , despite the fact that it
was playing its opening game of the
year, refused to make a single major
mistake, led Colby 's Mules to a decisive 20-7 defeat on the .Medford
oval.
Hardly had the large crowd settled
m its .seat for the debut of Coach
Lew Manley 's 1937 Jumbo eleven
when the initial touchdown was scored. Unable to effectively conduct an
offense when given the ball on the
opening kick-off , Colby . kicked to
Bennie Collier standing: on his own
45 yard line. . Ten plays later; Tufts
had scored. Alternating the running
of Griffin and Collier, and occasionally: resorting to. an aerial - off erise, the
Professor Edward J. Colgan , popu- Jumbos .swept some nft'vrfive yards to
lar professor of Psychology at Colby, the goal line. Griffin , the sophomore
(Continued.on page 2)
conducted a question box at Forum
on Sunday evening at the First Baptist Church. The discussion was preceded by a supper provided by the
Famous committee.
Questions were handed him by an
audience consisting of college students?--pr of e ssors - an d ;~-townspeople. ¦"'¦ Delegates were sent from-Colby".to ",
He' handled the miscellaneous queries three conferences last summer. Our
in a . most . delightfu l manner and had representatives to O-At-Ka from " the
a very enthusiastic following. The women's division were Jeanette Drisquestions fell into
three natural k p, Mary Wheeler , . Helen GuptihV
:
groups : political, religious, and per- Arline Bamber ,. and Jean Cobb . From
taining to college life.
the men 's division were Ernest MarAmong the many which were asked riner , Jr., Nathaniel Guptill , Fletcher
the following few selected from them Eaton , arid Philips Henderson.
indicate the span which was covered :
This annual conference , held every
Will the United States ever have a summer at some spot in
New England ,
dictatorship? What are the values of was co-educational for. the?first
time
religion in a- scientific age? "Which this year. All
of the New England
is more important when procuring.a colleges were
represented with a.total
post-college position , pull or good of three hundred
and fifty delegates.
grades?
Some of the outstanding speakers
There was a deep feeling of satis- were Norman Thomas, Sherwood
faction at the conclusion of tho meet- Eddy, Dr. Wu of China ,' Dr. Sharman
ing. , Tho college forums this year of Toronto, and Mrs. Grace Lauckes
have every indication of being of even Elliot. Representing the New Eng.
superior quality to those of previous lan d Stude nt Christian. Movement
years.
were Rose Terlin and Mr. Wilmer J.
Kitchen.
Jean Cobb was Colby 's delegate to
tho President' s School in New York

Prof essor Colgan
Answers - ' Queri es

"Y Active Dur ing

Summer . Months

Big Baby Parade
To feature Sat

In connection with the second
Seaverns Field appearance of Coach
Alfred Mudgo McCoy 's 1.937 gridiron
machine , a baby parade , to bo exclusively staged by tho men of the
class of 1941, will bo held.
In sho rt , between the halves of tho
Colby-Lowell ' Textile game to bo
played on Saturday afternoon , tho
freshmen will vio for honors in tho
realm of Mulotown babydom. To tho
winn ers, through ' tho courtesy of
Dunham 's and of 'William Lovino &
Sons, lo ca l merchants , suitable prizes
will bo awarded.
• While participation in the contest
is compulsory, its • ohjoct ;is not simply
to embarrass tho yearlings , but rathe r
to promote n continuation of- tho now
Colby spirit which ] hns v accom p an i ed
tho coming of ono of Now England's'
foremost football coaches to this, colIdgo.
' : !/r / y
. It is therefore that tho cooperation of tho froshmon, has boon ' asked ,
and will bo insisted upon , dur i n g the
bo,|i\ypon-th o-halvos period of ¦/ the
Lowoll Textile gumo.

(Continued ori page C)

Pan Hellenic
Holds Part y
Pan I-Iollenic presented its annual
"got acquainted" party on. Thursday
evening, September SO,, from sixth irty to seven-thirty in the Alumnae
Building. , After four days of silence
bo two on u ppo rcl nssm en an d freshmen ,
tho women's tongues again gave vent
t o their opi ni ons in accor d ance to Pan
Hellenic rules. To the colorful
mus ic of Di elcFol lett , J 87, uppoVclass
women wore allowed to danco and get
acquainted with the freshmen girls.
Thoro wns a'good deal of ."competition ' as ba ch girl was anxious to como
to , know tho incoming class. Every
froslmian present and all tho eligible
upperclassmen received a rush tho
equal of which was novor seen at any
gym dim co,
A similar party has boon givon by
Pan Hellenic for many yonrs, but
aihtil throo year's >n go it was hold in
tho afternoon as a ton.
At tho close of tho, party , silonco
was resumed until tho individual' rushin g-d«to of each sorority-which is dotevriiinb'd by tho Pun Hellenic, council,

,
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Frosh Nosed Out in
Hard Fought Battle
Score Lone Touchdown In
Closing Minutes Of
Game

SPON OGRAP H S
By Dwight Sargent

Five Dollars For Your Cheers

The Colby Frosh found that Hebron
carried too many guns as they dropr
ped their opening game to that hardfighting eleven at Hebron last Friday,
12 to 7.
Cochrane, Frosh halfback, reputed
to- .be one of the fastest men in Colby
football, ran up the little Mules only
marker. Macintosh made a brilliant
rush for the extra point. Ryan, halfback for Colby, also played a very
much heads-up game, blocking and
tackling in a whirlwind manner that
looked very promising. Johns arid
Van Buskirk, aided by Le Bel, scored
for Hebron.
While Hebron found that in offensive play the Frosh , line from tackle
to tackle was the well-known stern
and rock-bound stuff , they did run
the ends for good yardage in the first
period, laying up one tally. A short
pass from LeBel to Van Buskirk gave
the latter the chance to click off 35
yards . to the winning touchdown. The
two attempts for point failed.
In the last period, with a score of
12 to 0 against them and the final
whistle not far off , the Frosh pulled
off a series of charging line plays that
carried the ball from midfield to the
Hebron 1 yard line. Here Hebron
stubbornly dug in and for three plays
the little Mules attempt to go through
the line simply bounced off; but on
the last try Cochrane tore through a
hole at center for the score and Macintosh rushed the extra point.
/The summary :

Hebron (12) '

__

Van Buskirk, re
A., Norton, 'rt __ ' •
Nicholson, rg
Pomerleau , c
Ticia , lg
Blaseanc, It
Page, le
LeBell, qb
Dwyer, rh
Bessone, lh
Doubleday, fb
Hebron
Colby Frosh

(7) Colby Frosh

le, Bubar
It, D. Daley
lg, Baum
c, LaFleur
rg, G. Daley
rt, Hughes
re, Beach
--qb, Burnham
lh, Cochrane
:
rh, Ryan
fb , Macintosh

6
0

0
0

6
0

0—12
7— 7

Touchdowns, Hebron: Johns and
Van Buskirk. Colby Frosh, Cochrane,
Points after, Macintosh (Colby
Frosh), (Rush).

Somebody or other remarked to me
the other day that the girls in Waterville would be all right if they could
only speak English, and so we decided
that the Colby cheers would be all
right if we only had a few new ones.
There will be five dollars in cash
awards given to the composers of the
three best original Colby cheers submitted between now and Monday,
October 18. The best cheer writer
will receive two dollars and fifty
cents, second prize is a dollar and a
half and a big fat dollar bill goes to
the winner of third place. Drop all
your entries (submit as many as you
want to) in the little wire basket
placed just behind the door as you go
into Donkey Morrow's office and be
sure you get them in before the deadline. You will stand a- pretty good
chance of getting one of the prizes
as probably only a few will compete.
The Student Council will act as the
j udge and their decisions will be final,
so get out your pencils and start in
collecting this easy money.
Colby Looking at the State Series

We'll all ' agree that Al McCoy
hasn't got the material this year that
would fetch him an invitation to the
Rose Bowl, but when it comes to a
state series game there's an additional
punch which makes the Mules do
things that they 'd never do in an ordinary game. A series game is as unpredictable as the mail delivery in
Caribou , but we can tell a little about
the relative strengths of the teams in
this four cornered fight. First the
Mules will have to tackle Bowdoin,
and the Bears with such men as Karsokas, Soule and Frye in the backfield
will be packed with potential dynamite every minute of the game. Next
comes the University of Maine with
its sparkling pass combination of
Smith and Hamlin, the same team
that held Yale to four touchdowns.
And now even conservative Dave
Morey has blossomed forth with a
sizzling passing attack with Morin
and Cook performing some SmithHamlin tricks. 'So what will happen
to the Mules without any outstanding
performers? You know that when a
man is mad he'll pack a hundred per
cent stronger punch than when he 's
calm. That's what will happen in
Colby's state series games. The great
combination of player and righting
spirit will team up to form the victory punch.

Substitutions : Hebron, Thompson,
McGrann , C. Norton ,. Hurton , Jones,
Thurston, Humphrey, Owens, Johns,
Estes, Pitchford and Coombs. - Colby
The Band Plays On
Frosh ; Ormiston, Hasson, Bliss, Ryan,
^
Colby 's new band has been organGregario, Coolidge , Stern, Witham,
ized
, has made its debut and will conFerris, East, Mitchell and Thompson.
tinue for the rest of the season, but it
Officials : Referee, Walker ; umpire, needs more players.
No matter how
Sawyer ; head linesman, Barnstein. good
a band is when it gets out on
Time , 4 10's.
Woodman stadium if it hasn't got suf(Continued on page 3)
MORE SPORTS ON PAGE 3
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in R ainy Weath ei?
On the Campus
At the Game

Reversible Coat s
Brow ns-Gre ys $19.95 up
Gabar dine Raincoats
$9.95

Don't forget your Gym and Tennis Shoes

98c

"Whe re Colby Men Meet "

Wm. Levine & Sons

LUDY , '21

PACY /27

JUMBO PINS DEFEAT

(Continued from page 1)
ace who was making his debut in the
Tufts' backfield, ran 18 .and' 16 yards
respectively on the first and third
plays of the series to put his team in
scoring territory. Abdu and Collier
then bucked into the line to bring the
ball to the Colby 8 yard marker,
whence Sweeney raced to his right
off tackle for the tally. Collier's pass
to Griffin was good for the extra
point.
Despite the fact that Ronnie MacLeod , capable center, was injured m
the third play of the game, Colby's
defense strengthened following the
opening thrust and no further scoring took place in the first half. Late
in the first quarter, the Massachusetts
^
eleven threatened to score after intercepting a Rancourt pass on the
Colby 29 yard line, but the failure of
a pair of Collier passes forced the
Jumbos to give up the ball on downs.
Again in the second period, the men
of Manley reached the 32, this time
to be thwarted by a fumble which
Bus Burrill recovered.
The opening minutes of the second
half found the Mules in trouble as
the result of a fumble. Dodwell,
slashing Tufts' end recovered the
loose ball and gave his team a scoring opportunity at the Colby 34.
Grifnjn ran 19 yards on the first play
but the aerial game of the Jumbos
failed at this point and Colby took
the ball on downs on its own 20.
Momentarily, Colby threatened.
Norm Walker hit McGee with a 15
yard pass and the diminutive halfback pranced 23 more yards before
he was finally downed. Again Colby
attempted to pass on the next play
but an interception cost the ball.
Collier, who took the pass from a
Colby receiver on this play, got back
to his own 37 yard line. Griffin then
raced into the clear and "up the field
some twenty-five yards before he was
stopped by McGee near the sidelines. Collier followed with a 10 yard
gain and Griffin made 7 more to bring
the ball to within 18 yards of the goal
line. Collier then passed down the
middle to Sweeney for the second
touchdown of the afternoon.

An intercepted pass set the stage
for the final Tufts' tally. After
Hatch, making his varsity debut in
the Colby line-up, took a pass for
a short gain, a Mule aerial went
astray and Tufts' was in possession
of the ball 6 yards short of the middle of the field. Griffin carried the
ball to the . Colby 38 with the aid of
an offside penalty. Here Collier displayed a brilliant broken field running technique as he raced off tackle,
cut sharply and eluded four tacklers
to cross the final marker standing.
Griffin slid through guard for the
extra point.
Late in the final period , Colby
came to life and produced an offense
which covered 60 yards and gave the
Pine Tree lads a score. Dobbins,
Bruce, White and Hatch combined to
avoid a shut-out. Dobbins, taking a
kick, got back 7 yards and a clipping
penalty gave the Mules the ball at
mid-field. Bruce smashed off his own
right tackle for 12 yards and a first
down, but an intercepted pass a moment later cost the ball again. Not
to be denied, however, Colby stopped
the Jumb o offense and regained the
ball on an exchange of punts at the
Colby 40. A lateral, Bruce to Dobbins, went for 21 yards and a pass
to Hersey put the ball on the Tufts '
20. Dob'bins and Bruce made it a
first down on the 10 yard line. Here
Tufts was penalized for excessive
time out and the goal line was but
five yards away. Joe Dobbins, senior
climax runner whose play during the
aftei'noon was one of the few bright
spots from the visitors' point of view,
swept the end for 4 yards and Dick
White climaxed the drive by plunging over the center for the touchdown. White added the seventh point
in the same manner.
The summary :
Tufts

Dodwell , le
Zimman, It
Bennett, lg

Colby

re , Hersey
rt, Pearl
rg, Maguire

NOEL 'S TAP ROOM
23 Silver Street

Ieraxdi , c
c, McLeod
Sherry, rg
lg,- Gleason
___ lt , Hodges
Edwards, rt
___ le, Burrill
Pearson, re
r
_
_
_
_q b , White
Collier, qb
Abdn, lhb 2
rhb, Rancourt
Sweeney, rhb
lhb, Walker
Collier, fb
fb , Bruce
Periods
1 2 3 4
;______
Tufts
7 0 13 . 0—20
Colb y ,
0 0 0 7— 7
Touchdowns, Sweeney 2 , Collier,
White. Points after touchdowns,
Griffin 2, pass from Collier and rush ;
White, rush.
Substitutions : Tufts, Smith, end;
Ellery and Urbon, tackles; Dresser
and Byrne, guards; Sprague, center ;
Weldoh, Blanchard, Galuszka, Sheehan and Arbeene, backs; Colby,
Winslow and Upvall, centers ; Hooper, Carter and Dore, guards; Lake
and Shuman, tackles; Allen and
Beach, ends; Dobbins, MacGregor,
McGee, Hatch , Kane and Dow, backs.
Referee, F. T. Donahue; umpire, W.
Higgins ; linesman, Joe McKenney ;
field judge , J. F. Brawley. Time,
4-15's.
Tufts Colby
First downs
10
6
280
144
Yards gained, rushing
Forward passes
1
10
10
Forwards completed
2
3
54
Yards gained , forwards- 23
Punt average
37
28

CAREFUL CLEANING

AT

Waterville
Dry Cleaners

"Service Which Satisfies "
62-A Temple St.
Tel, 277
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A Wholly New and Superlative Model
of the Revolutionary Sacless Pen
—Pa rker's Sp eedline Vacumatic l
And not merely modern in style,
Stop today at any good pen
counter and see Parker 'slatest and but modern also in mechanism. Its
greatest achievement—the Parker revolutionary SACLESS DiaSpeedline Vacumatic. A princely . phragm Filler radically departs
new model of the Pen that does from earlier types, whether they
have a rubber ink sac or not. A
what no other pen can do.
Here's a new all-time high in ink patented invention—GUARANcapacity, yet size reduced to a TEED mechanically perfect .
Once you try this pedigreed
slender, restful Speedline.
A Pen that shows the ENTIRE Beauty, with its marvelous
ink supply—shows when to refill Scratch-Proof Point, you'll feel
—hence one that never runs dry sorry for anyone who doesn't have
it. Goandseeand tryittoday.The
in classes or exams.
Parker
Pen Co., Janesville, Wis.
The world's smartest style—
Parker 'a exclusive laminated Pearl Makoraof Q\xink, thonowp en-aloaninti writing ink, 15o, 25o and up.
and Jet—wholly original.
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many colleges interestingly arranged
and edited to give a comparative view
of the expectations and the outcomes
in the collegiate sports world, and' a
cross section view of the social life ;
and third, a collection of miscellany
that .will include candid caznera .shots,
photographic studies, interviews with
local celebrities, student appreciation
of art, music, the theater, and. literature, and anything else that the
fertile imaginations of the many, news
agents can. conjure ' up.
The .work of arranging and editing
will be done by. a central New England staff of some twenty-five students picked from as many colleges,
each student taking over the management of some department.
The local branch of the Collegiate
Review; at Colby College ' is to be
handled by Philip J- Seavey, Jr., '40,
who will have charge of the new reviews and special features; Ernest
B. Harvey, '40, manager of publicity
and circulation; and Miss Elizabeth
New- , '38, who will take care of the
literary material. Since this interesting and unique magazine is the first
of its type to appear here at .Golby,
it is hoped that widespread support
and interest will be given it by the
Colby student body when its first issue is published in October. Watch;
for news from Colby! See the first
issue of the Collegiate Review. You
will not want to miss it. :
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COLBY TEAM IN ACTION

Colb y Plans Reven ge
On Gridiron Next Sat

BRITISH ECONOMIST
LORD MARLEY
WAR DECLARED
he has the goods.
With these changes and a little
(Continued.from page 1)
(Continued from page 1)
(Continued from page 1)
home town spirit the Mules will be
Continuing along this same trend, ies of the human mind, for from its
issue. In the best interests of the colall set to chalk up another win.
he
pointed out that the success of roots there must app ear a certain type
lege we who are opposed to them urge
Great
Britain with her colonies lay in of society-—inegalite. It is important ,
you to choose carefully and wisely.
SPORTOGRAPHS
The White Mules will be out to
hex
ability
for compromise. The re- Mr. Durbin. reminds us, to remember
"We are of the opinion that fraternimake it two wins out of three when
sult
of
her
only failure, well known that social inequality did not have its
(Continued from page 2)
ties are not to the best interests of
they meet the Lowell Textile grid
-'
to
us
Americans,
probably influenced b eginning with capitalism.
the college and are not worth includsquad at two o'clock on Seaverns ficient numbers it won't be able to ing in our plans for our new campus. her greatly in her attitude towards
The statement that no system reField, Saturday afternoon. The Mc- drown out the rattling of a passing
hex other colonies. In connection mains static introduced an analysis
Some of you , we know, think difCoy charges met a set back in their trolley. Out of the four hundi'ed male
with this fact , he referred to the two of changes now going on in the 'basic
ferently.
We therefore challenge
quest for victory on the Tufts oval students in the college it does seem
most discussed factors of American institutions. Mr. Durbin said that it
last week but many changes in the that there ought to be at least sixty- you to use this means as a chance to intervention, in English affairs. The can not be denied that capitalism is
Mule lineup may produce another five men who can operate musical in- openly defend fraternities and all first was that which changed the en- better, more efficient , and more declicking combination and again allow struments with some degre e of vol- that fraternities stand for , for all you tire British colonial policy, the Amer- sirable a form of economy than any
Colby to sip the sweet nectar of vic- ume. The band will play for its first are worth. We are sincere in our ican Revolution, the second, was Mrs. which preceded it; but that from its
position and are prepared to oppose
tory.
Simpson. A point of pai-ticular in- insti tution of inheritance springs this
game when Lowell Textile visits Wa- you
to the very best of our ability. If
The Lowell team has been thor- terville next Saturday. If you don 't there is superior value to fraternities, terest was that George VI was de- evil of social inequality. Continuoughly scouted 'by the Mule board of want your alma mater to be repre- making them worth keeping on our clared King in the various colonies ing, Mr. Durbin said that the capitalstrategy and reports „ say that -their, sented by a band which can be seated campus here is the time and place to on three different dates because of ism in England and America is demeleven will be anything but a push in the press box, dig out your old point that out. It will be to your the system of independent internal ocratic capitalism, whereas both Gerover. Lowell has a bigger squad than brass, oil it up and see Nat Guptill benefit to do so. If it is better , and government which the British colonies many and Russia have state capitalpursue.
ism. The capitalism, in England and
New Hampshire this year and N. H. post haste.
we hope to. convince you before we
boasts
of
a
rugged
squad.
U. always
Having cited the industrial revolu- America is much more efficient than
are through that it is, that fraterniThe Colby team will again be outties be done away with, then this dis- tion as the cause of the building of an any other economy ever used , because
Using The Old Psychology
weighed plenty to a man and must
cussio n will help to bring that about. Empire, Lord Marley drew the perti- the rise in living developed by this
make it up in scrap. The opposing
It was about a score of years ago
We urge you to push aside personal nent conclusion that the lack of free system has caused the education of
backfield also have a couple of men when Michigan State went down to bias , or prejudice , and all narrow- trade is, at the present time, making the working classes and thus has betwho are dangerous broken field run- play a game of football with Vander- mindedness, and to think only of the those industrial countries lacking tered their economic status although
ners and an excellent line plunger so bilt. Sports writers and fans alike future Colby College
where our loy- colonies of economic value , desirous it has considerably reduced the naColby is assured of a fight.
looked for an overwhelmingly one- alty belongs. We have already out- of war as a means of obtaining raw tional saving.
"The institution of the freedom of
In the Mule team there will be sev- sided struggle with Vanderbilt taking lined our attack and will publish it in materials and markets for their finenterprise has led to the formation of
eral changes in an attempt to find a the beating. At the end of the fourth outline next week for your conven- ished goods.
group of boys who can execute the period Vanderbilt was the victor ience. We will take up our points
His startling prediction that within monopolies and has tended to destroy
plays smoothly. At left end will be twelve to nothing. What had happen- one by one as the semester proceeds our lifetime there would be at least competition , which seems to be a
big Bus Burrill playing his usual ed? At the end of the half Michigan and discuss as best we can our posi- five new dominions among which threatening factor for the future,"
fighting game. At right end will be was on its opponents one yard line. tion for the benefit and enlighten- would be India , Burma, and Palestine Mr. Durbin said, in discussing one of
the features of the capitalistic systwo hundred pound Lop Hersey to Vanderbilt's line had been torn to ment of the whole student body. We caused wonder among the audience.
players
demoralized.
In
pieces,
its
opposition.
Carl
Hodges
soften up the
want to settle the fraternity problem • Mentioning recent activities in Ger- tem which threatens the future. He
pointed out that private enterprise
players
gatherdressing
room
the
the
his
this year for good.
will again be at left tackle with
man y, Lord Marley observed that the was being virtually superceded
put
his
by the
ed
around
the
coach
as
he
mate Warren Pearl on the right side
We lay our cards openly before Germans are kept so sheltered from
unions
and
other
groups
of
pockets
and
pacworkers
hands
in
his
overcoat
.
of the line. These two men have
you , m an attempt to show you in as foreign newspapers that they do not
made McCoy a couple of honest to ed up and down the floor. He stop- sincere and sportsmanlike manner as know that their way of doing things and employers.
goodness tackles. At left guard Glea- ped before a window and gazed out we possibly can , jus t exactly what we is not the only way. It is only beWhat are the democracies to make
son will probably not be in the start- across the field and saw an old ceme- expect to try to do. We ' throw the cause of this that they can be made of it? Mr. Durbin claims that this
ing line-up, and it is quite possible tery. "Come here boys" the coach gauntlet at your feet. The challenge to continue in this manner. How- order with its advantages is not in a
that Ed Lake will be given a try at said. "Out there .under that sod lie comes from us. Fraternities must go. ever, this spirit of nationalism shows state of collapse, hence not subject
the guard position. At right guard your fathers. They were killed by We sincerely believe so and we are itself to the outer world in but ono to revolutionary actions. At the same
time, with some of the basic instituCharlie Maguire has been giving a the fathers of the boys you are fight- ready now to come forth and defend way, international aggressiveness.
tions having outgrown their usefulgood account of himself and so will ing on the football field. " Nothing our position. We challenge you, for
Lord Marley ended his enlightening
ness with change .of property and the
be in the game again Saturday. Ron- more was said till the game resumed. we believe that if we are wrong and
as
well as entertaining lecture by
disease of cyclical depressions there
nie McLeod has sufficientl y recovered The final half was more one-sided if fraternities weather this attack,
stating that the only solution to the
is a need for certain alterations.
from tho injury he received in the than the first , but Vanderbilt was do- they as fraternities,, and we as men
pressing problem of world peace was
Tufts game so he will be able' to re- ing the demoralizing this time and and women of Colby will bo the better
As a final challenge, Mr. Durbin
to be found in the realization of the
scored two touchdowns for good citizens because of our efforts.
sume the center post.
asked
: "Is it incpnceivablo that we
importance of internationally just
in the existing democracies should exFinding a smooth working backfield measure.
Student Anti-Fraternity trade treaties.
_C —
Campaign Committee.
ert our imagination and will to prois still quite a problem to Coach Mcduce a better system , that will comCoy and at present he is working with
No Wonder
COLLEGIATE REVIEW
bine the advantages of capitalism! but
a now combination consisting entirely
A few nights ago the Marianapolis
will be fre e of tho present system 's
of sophomores. It is possible that
(Continued from page 1)
Bruce , Hatch , White and Allen will Seminar y f oo tba ll team of Thom p so n , PRESCRIPTIONS OUR BUSINESS a collection of , the best in the literary social difficulties? Can we not achieve
both wealth and justice through' exbe tho starters. Hatch has been doing Conn., played tho LaSallo Academy
efforts of the New England college
Telephone 58
a fine job lately and shown in tho team at Providence , R, I. The Semiercise of our political liberty?" '"• • ' :. '':
students; second , a news section with
Tufts game. Bruce is about' the best nary line-up read as follows : le, Laxi- II S Main Street
Waterville , Me. sport and social write-ups from tho
passer on tho squad nnd will bo in
K lebauslcas;
there to do a little kicking too. Whito zaun ik as; lt , Russas ; lg,
Baranauskas; rg, Ginciauskas ; rt,
c,
JOIN THB CROWD AT . THE .
has developed into an outstanding
Abromaitis; qb, SvirAlisau.kas;
re,
ba ck and h is bloc k in g is inval ua bl e
We Still Have Your Favorite
Kraciuato the team. Allen has been shifted skas; lh , Griskevicius; rh ,
Lunches and Drinks
Marlovicius. Thoy lost 20
FOR THE BEST
from an end to a back and will start nas; fb ,
to
0.
Tem
p
le
Street
OpP« Stadium
Just off Campus.
the Lowell came if Tie can show that
LUNCHES,
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...

This year, as in past years, the ECHO will be representative of the student body. It will serve as an instrument wherein the various organizations can record their plans and achievements. Any college activity whatevex will be material for news. Furthermore, any student is invited to submit articles, criticism in writing, and suggestions. In doing this, -we , the
staff, do not overlook the interests of the newspaper ; instead, we dedicate
oui'selves to the high ideals of journalism, ever striving to improve the
quality of the ECHO "-from week to. week. We will be forced down from
time to time to experiment , to try out new ideas, but it..will always be for
the sake of improvement.
Whatever the past editors and their staffs dedicated themselves to we
feel must have been noble. Whatever their goals were we feel they accomplished them. If we do not choose to follow in exactly the same footsteps of our predecessors, it is because we, too, are aiming for goals. It
is these changing ideals that add life to a newpaper, and that is exactly
what we are attempting to do. . We may eliminate columns instituted by
past editors , Ave may change the thou ght in others , but it will be done only
beca use we are experimenting for something better ,

"With the co-operation of the student body we feel that the ECHO will
furnish enlightenment and pleasure for all.
Remember, the ECHO is your paper, and we are merely trying -to make
it a good one.

Awakening

...

The Spirit of Colby is an elusive creature ! Every year just about this
time, student leaders, ardent alumni, undergraduate organizations, all combine in a fervent attempt to arouse her. In the past few years, it must be
admitted, these groups have not met with noteworthy success. Th«re have
been times when she has seemed to come out of hiding—last year 's Colby
Night, or the day of the Maine game two years ago, for example. But
these splendid moments, sadly enough , proved to be but transitory appearances of the Spirit, and by the next day or the next week, she had again
disappeared.
But this year , she has, to all appearances, come to stay, to lodge securely
once more in the heart of every Colby undergraduate. From wh ence she
came, by what process she has been released , we cannot be sure, bait she is
hei'e. Evidences of the New Colby Spirit appear everywhere. The pregame rallies have not seen so large a crowd nor such enthusiastic demonstrations for years. The cheering at the opening game equalled (some thought,
surpassed) that at the State Series contests of last fall. An unprecedented
number of supporters made tho 200-mile trip to Medford last Saturday.
Scores of spectators watch the daily practice sessions. These are hut indications of a fundamental change that has abruptly taken place in the attitude of the,-whole Colby Family.
; . The old spirit is with Colby once moro. The important thing ivow is, to
keep it. As the season progresses, as it reaches its climax at tlie State
Ser ies , no matter whether we win or whether we lose , it is the obligation of
each and every Son and Daughter of Colby to cherish this newly discovered feeling.
We 've struggled for long years to find this spirit. Now that it' s with
us. once more, let's hold it, nour i sh it , cherish it , develop ifc into a modern
counterpart of the famous old Spirit of Colby, which bound together men
and women jus t such as we, in the generations that are gone.
R , N. A.

DAKIN'S SPORTING GOODS CO.
58 Temple Street

SPORTS GOODS

Telephone 163

PROFESSOR LOUGEE SHOWS T H E M
RESOLUTIONS
Whereas, it has pleased God in His
infinite wisdom to remove from this
life the father of our beloved fratex,
Maurice Schwartz, be it
Resolved , That we, the members of
the Tau Alpha Chapter of Tau Delta
Phi Fraternity, extend to the bereaved family our heartfelt sympathy
and be it further
Resolved , That a copy of these
Resolutions be placed upon the records of our chapter , and that a copy
be sent to the Colby ECHO for publication.
Sidney Black, Consul,
Louis Sacks, Vice Consul,
Stephen Greenwald, Scribe.

band—to revive the old one.
Again I must say, "It is about
time!" But even though the present
state of conditions here at Colby are
most deplorable—when athletics must
revive the musical arts—we must be
on the alert to grasp every opportunity. Let us take advantage of this
late administrative move—now is the
time; the new school year is -just begun—and mold a band that every
Colby man and woman will be proud
of. Let us stand loyally behind our
new Colby Collegiate Band ! . . Let's
have action while the iron is hot.
Otherwise — — .
A Band Supporter*.

Ye E fedMTor in i mm Cam pus Persona l s

HOW
Miss Edna Woi'zel, formerly secretary
to Dean Runnals, is now assistant to
the Dean and director of residence at
Foss Hall, being replaced in her former position by Miss Virginia , Swallow,
Colby, '35. Mrs. Cleora Bridges is also
a new member of the staff , as house
matron of the new women 's dormitory, Alden House.
Marth a Kimball, a freshman at Colby, received a between-train and
game visit Saturday from her mother
and aunt who were returning to
their home in Winchester, Mass., from
Northeast Harbor , Me.
Another Colby alumna returns to
joi n the faculty. Miss Eleanor Tolan ,
'35, has been chosen to teach the new
secretarial course offering typewriting and shorthand to the students of
th e senior class.
The first football dance of the season sponsored by the Student Council , Saturday evening, celebrated Colby 's victory of the afternoon. All
the latest fall styles were well displayed by the women's division and
appeare d to be duly appreciated by
the men 's division during the course
of the gay evening.
Some of those who spent the weekend at their respective homes were :
Freda Abel, '39, at Bar Harbor ;
Eleanor Bailey, '41, at China ; Betsy
Libby, '41, at Pittsfield ; and Alice
Mulligan , '38, at . Bath.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph F. Stone of
Alfred and relatives from California
were Sunday guests of Eleanor Stone,
'40.
Helen Hagopian , '41, was visited
on Sunday by her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Malcolm Hagopian.
Pauline Landers, '41, spent the
week-end in Skowhegan.
James Stineford, '36, a member of
the Kappa Delta Rho fraternity, was
among the alumni to return for the
game and gym dance Saturday.

President
Johnson
entertained
Lord Marley and Professors Wilkinson, Parmenter, Libby, Morrow , and
Breckinridge at dinner at his home on
Friday.
Dean Runnals entertained Mr. and
Mrs.
Durbin and Professor and Mrs.
Dear Gladiator :
Morrow at dinner at Foss Hall on
We are informed , through various
Monday.
channels, that the Colby College AdThe following visited at Colby durministration has at last decided to
ing the week-end: Katherine Harvey,
bring the Student Band into our Col'36, Barbara Frazee, '37, Helen delege family. They've finally agreed ,
Rochemont, '36, Whitney Wright, '37,
after having disregarded this musical
Doris Smith, '37, Ruth Fuller, '36,
organization for many years, to give
Edith Emery, '37, Marie Tibbetts,
it a little backing—at least through
ex-'38, and Katharine Wakefield , '34.
the means of finance.
Ed Toolis and Fred Emery attendWell, I believe that it is about time
ed a dance at the Peter Bent Brigham
such recognition were made ! I think
Hospital while in Boston for the
that it is about time that Colby had a
Tufts game.
band noteworthy enough to credibly
Among those who attended the
represent it at various athletic and
Tufts game at Medford Saturday
festive occasions where such musical
were : Edna Slater, Eleanor Thomas,
background proves not only a stimulus
Janet Hollis, Harry Hoito the audience but also a credit to Helen Lewis,
and
Gladys
Rodriguez.
lis,
the college itself.
Week-end
guests
of their daughters
This musical organization has laparents
of
Ruth Blake, Milwore
the
bored under disinterest, criticsim, disdred
'
Van
Vorkenburg,
Margaret
regard by college officials , and lack of
Johnson
and
Catharine
Fussoll.
financial support for so long that it
Miss Virginia Swallow , secretary to
was almost impossible to construct
Dean
Runnels, was in Boston for the
even a fifteen-piece band out of a colweek-end.
lege student body of over six hundred
Lena Hagopian "returned to her
men and women. The faculty direcweek-end,
tor has lost all of his interest as well home in Madison for the
Florence
Stobie
and
her mother,
as the students—he has long been diJohn
A.
Stobie
,
spent
the weekMrs,
recting
the. band
as a favor
end
in
Boston.
only—without remuneration.
Tho
Numbering among the summer aluniforms were in poor condition ;
terations
in Colby 's women 's division
new instruments were needed. Everyin the administration.
change
is
tho
thin g was needed—including players.
I am forced to admit that Al McCoy is responsible for this rejuvenation. Tho Athletic Department was
forced to give him tho support of a
band—he asked especially for ono, so
I am told. So, finall y the college offi cials have decided to organize a new
|
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JOINT EXPEDITION
(Continued from page 1)
8:00 , join the others at the Lake, and
continue from there to the Falls and
the Mountain. Lunch will be served
on the moutnain top, and it is planned
to bo back in Watorville early in the
evening.
• Any student or faculty member interested in the trip should see one of
the officers of either club for further
details. Food and transportation will
bo provided. v

"Say It With Flower s"
WHEN YOU THINK OF FLOWERS THINK OF

MITCHELL'S

WHEN YOU THINK OF MITCHELL THINK OF

FLOWERS
We are always at your service

• Telephone 467-W

is one of our most cap able 1 girls here f o otballers by plenty of or al supp ort H anson , Harry Hollis .and Jeanette
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"A wrong act followed by a just
regret and thoughtful caution to avoid
like errors, makes a man better . than
he would " have . Tbeei» if he had never
fallen."—Horatio Seymour.
' LAST WEEK IN REVIEW : Your
effusive olde correspondent with the
pipe and lens found the journalistic
and liter ary waves of time rather
bumpy and battering last week, when
he launched his . little . quip canoe on
its maiden voyage of the year . . It
seems apparent from certain hard
feeling, caused by the unintentional
indi scr eet usa ge of a littl e "sto ck
joke ," that ye olde scribie will be
f or ced to stat e his y ear 's p olicie s and
intentions. He had most fervently
hoped , thou gh , that this "years gone
by " policy would be unnecessary this
a nnum , but cert ain develo p ments in
several circles prompt its repetition
in full. . .'I t might be well at the
start to tell yo u som ethin g ab out this
thankless job of columnizing. The
duties of a n ewsp ap er columnist hav e
never been fully ascertained. For
some, a column affords an opportunity t o tr y to be witty; for oth ers it is
a chan ce t o criticise , often in a deprecating manner, the affairs of the
college. In other cases, th e column
has degenerated into a mere news report , and the indivi d ualit y of the
writ er ha s been submerged un der an
array of facts. But "Ye Olde Sleuth"
has, in the past, and will continue in
the future to present to his Colby
r eadin g public a little vari ety of
everything—confining himself to no
beaten path . It is one of the purposes of your correspondent to include at least once in thirty issues
the name of every student—including
the Fro sh men , wh en the y b ecome of
age—with a slant on his or her likes,
eccentricities, or activities, that h ave
a peculiaidy collegiate angle. Last
yea r, this purpose was achieved inasmuch as six hundr ed of y ou had the
pleasure or displeasure (not often, we
hope) of seeing your name in print.
Dealing thus intimately with individuals is extremely delicate work and
requires no end of finesse. If ,. then ,
the "Sleuth" slips up occasionally,
please remember that it is uninten-
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tional-—mistakes' will happen ..
VOX POPULI: Another little matter that might well b e. brought' to the
fore at this, time is the im p ortance of
student opinion. I f ' you don't' like
the way the column i s b ein g written ,
just see the editors and offer some
reasonable and constructive criticism.
"Crabbing" and grouchin g n ever got
anyone anywhere. The "Olde Sleuth"
is always ready to' accept a little advice—even if you 're a mere Fro sh
. . This ECHO is yours, and th e same
goes for its respective columns. Any
bits of news—sports, social , and otherwise—will always be gratefully accepted by Yours Truly. Just write
your contribution on a slip of paper
and place it in the ECHO mail box.
. . Or see "him."
BACK TO WORK: Your "Sleuth"
could go on for pages enumerating
various points that many of you have
eith er
overlo oke d
or
never
known.
But enough
is enough,
the
present he leaves
so, for
the situation in your hands and returns to th e realm of the p en , quip
and jest. . .
R A N DO M
OBSERVATIONS:
Through the port-hole , your scribe
has noticed the new Slater-Maguire
combination—have been seen together frequently the last few nites—she
sure is a swell kid—blonde , demure,
a good sport, ex c ell ent d ancer , outstanding in public speaking, member
of class of '40 . . Perceived from all
directions the gradually growing int er est m th at little so uthern gal ,
Roberta Marsh—bails from way down
Georgia—petite, blonde, has a delightful accent , ou ght to get along
0. K. here at Colby—socially speaking also—certainly has several of the
boys going—could possibly mean Ken
Stanley in that connection . . Anoth er Frosh co-ord who is getting a
big rush from the campus-ites is Barbara Skehan—migrated from Portland—just the right height brunette ,
^
marvelous personality, good dancer ,
seems to have Don Gardner, Ernie
Marriner and others on the run , at
present . . Seen in company together since c oll ege be gan this fall are
"Billie" Fait and Tom Vose—"Billie "

I' WATERVILLE , MAINE g]
Doors Open at 1.00-S.3O P. M.
WED.-THURS.

Warner BAXTER

Wa llace BEERY
IN

"SLAVE SHIP"

WED. NITE
—
IsCREENO—CASH PRIZES
.

FRI.-SAT.
2 Big Action Features!
JOHNNY MAC BROWN

IN

"Trail of Vengence"
2nd Feature

"Renfrew of the
Royal Mounted"

Plus
"S O S" COAST GUARD
Chapter 4
MON.-TUES.

"Shirley Temp le"
"Wee Willie Wink ie"
with Victor McLaglcn
.

-MON. NITE"Opportunity Night"
Amateurs On The Stage
Thrift Matinee Tuesday
AH Seats 10 Cents
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Continuous From 1.30 P. M.

NOW SHOWING

"King Solomon 's
Mines "

ANNA LEE—JOHN LODER
Paul Robeson—
Rola nd Young
Co-Feature
"MEET THE BOY FRIEND"

STARTS
SATURDAY !
,
I
THE STATE SCOOPS
AGAIN . . With tho
seaso n 's first football
picture !
Tho "Racket" Side
of Coll ege Football
Exposed !

Sa t u r day 's

Heroes
with

VAN HEFLIN
MARIAN MARSH
RICHARD LANE
2 n d N ow Hi t !

. Tho Screen 's Funniest
Sleuth And Sloutliesa on
the trail of another
baffling crima !

"40 NAUGHTY
GIRL S"
JAMES
| CLE AS ON

ZASU
. PITTS'. J •

WE SPECIALIZE IN ALL BEAUTY LINES '

GIGUERE'S
BARBER AND BEAUTY SHOP

Telephone 680

146 Main St.

at Colby, also has " an • excellent personality, is a good dancer—-commands
the women 's division of the ECHO—
Tom, by -the way, is from Caribou—a
distin guished gentleman , the- other
night, mistook the name of his hometown for that of ari animal—wouldn ?t
that-elk you? . . From the realm- of
ye beery breath, a rumor is hear d that
"Smedley" Butler and Geezil have
been resorting to the menial tasks of
dish-washing-—tsk,- tsk, •' no credit
boys ? .' ¦.' From beneath the •• ¦ illustriou s ^old Paul Revere bell, there is a
whispering that Paul Bubar—this is
the straight stuff (we hope); not fictitious like last week's dribble—has
been rushing Marge Lier around quite
a bit—SO have Ray Stihchfteld , Wally
Reed .ancURoc Rancourt-^-hoy, what
do you do fellows?—Toss the coin for
a date? . . Poor Johnny Pendleton
has been so distracted and annoyed
lately by everyone asking him whether he's going to be a minister or not
—what is-the story, anyway, Johnn y ?
. . We all are glad to hear that our
old friend , and eollegu e, Jerry Ryan
was in to pay a visit here at Colby,
th e other night—-Jerry was one of the
best newspap ermen that the Colb y
ECHO h as ever had—was a feature
writer when he was Frosh—is teachin g u p in M a dison , we understand . .
A brief interrogation 1: What happened
to Butler's clothes ? . . Frequent callers at 8376: Ed Boulos, Johnny McNamara, Gus Garcelon , Ed Sprague,
and the Carter "twins." Ye Ol de
Sleuth wants to make sure >of an interestin g litt l e item th at wa s left out
last week: We have several newlyweds back here at school this fall,
among whom are Mr. aand Mrs. Nat
Guptill—are both commuting from
Vassalboro . . Am certainly glad to
see Dot Trainor and Wendy Anderson
ba ck again in Ye Old Lov er 's Fold—
just like old times >of last spring . .
Another love note :Walt Rideout and
Betty Ne-well still as devoted to each
other as ever—they're a pair of swell
kids and don 't you forget it either—
b oth are talented and capable—are
excellent writers also—will shine
again this annum . . Sorry to hear
that Jack Morphy is confined to the
infirmary because of a bad case of
mumps—keep away from the pickles,
Jack, boy—He's one of our b etter
boxers, a fine fellow , has p lenty of
executive ability too^—you can't keep
a good man down; Jack, see y ou u p
and around soon . . New .ascending
football stars : Yon will want to be
watching the rapid progress ol those
two sophomores , Sugar Kane and
"Chick" Hatch—they ought to see
p lent y of service before the season
is over . . Was glad , to see those tw o
inseparable friends, "Rhythm " Huse
and "Jonesy." Jones, back at sch o ol
this fall—Damon and Pythias the
Second—enjoy good dance bands—
nothing third estate about them . .
Another lasting love: "Skip" Vale
and Ruthie Hendricks—a girl of the
best type—blonde , has personality, a
good sport, dances well , also a good
student . . At the Libe : See old familiar faces behind the "desk :"
Heinie Kammandel—on e p f our j ovial
cheer-leaders—talented ' actor
on
stage—all around good fellow . .
See also "Barney" Burbank—triunpeteor in the , new Colby Band—one of
our personality boys—capable man in
many ways . > Bells , bells , I hear the
bells !—Some morning when you wake
up f, or an ei ght o 'clock class, and hear
the .Paul Revere bell ringing, just
think of Vinnie Allen—-he makes all
that noise—not only a good ringerouter but an A-l athlete—you'll be
seeing him in action this year alright.
"Yea , knave , but whither dost
thou wend . thy way?"—such fluent
15th century wordago comes easily
from the mouth of our ono and only
"Shakespeare" Br own—knows plenty
of history .behind those words too—
a: language major ; tutored all summer
in Gorman and French—is a rugged
boy; sincere as they come ;—-well
liked—try bim out on a little "Bill ."
WITH
THE
MULE-ITES AT
TUFTS : Thoro sure woro quite a
number of Colby supporters at thb
Medford ' game , leist Saturday.—Not
only undergraduates, but young and
old grads—regular old-homo-woolc.
. . Among thoso who- 'witnessed tho
stubborn fi ght of tlio Colby Mule woro
perceived : Low Harold , f 37, Juni o
Sh oohnn , '37, And y Sniulquiat, '37,
athletes doluxo,s of last • year— Don
Woiaa , "Hockor" Rosa , Aaa Roach ,
and Charlie Bnmon helping out tlio
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. . Who should be seen on the side- . . We want awfully ' to mention
lines at the game but "Sheriff" Small Helen Lewis, -wh o was there, but
—looking rather familiar down there she's under age—at the Hofbrough
with the squad—was acting as lines- anway ... We hear that Bus Burrill
man—-was football -manager here last was looking around for excitement
year—also business manager of the after - th e game—how'd you make out
ECHO . . Saw another old friend up Bus?—aw, that was tough . . Bein the stadium : the one and only Ken lieve that's about the whole stor y on
Johnson—the same old Ken—only the big game—more next week on the
diff was th e color of the book ba g he Lowell Tex rassle—:see .you in the
was carrying—it was green not black vicinity of the Stadium this Sat. . . .
. . Our little song-bird of
LAST MINUTE CLUES:—the olde
'37,
Ruthie Yeaton was also seen confer- Sleuth hears from fairly reliable cirring with Ed Shuman during the in- cles that the Theta .Kaps are considerterim—is working now at the Denni- in g leasin g a new house this annum
son House in Beantown . . That very —perhaps the house j ust across the
devoted pair of the past year, Willard tracks on the left—wish the boys the
Libby and Marge Gould were observ- best of luck—they deserve it:—ought
ed iip in the stands together . . Other to give them a new lease on life algrads present : Val Duff , Dot Gould, right , alright . . Hear that Bud
Dick Currier, George Holbrook , Tom Hooper is pretty proud of his "car "
Fuller, Barney Holt , Em, Worthen , deluxe—can climb any hill this side
and Whit Wright . . Last, but not >ol Bangor (in reverse)—no kidding,
lea st amon g the grads there , was pret- though—(when it is hitting on -all 3
ty, petite Janet Goodrich , '37, former cylinders) . . High Spot News : hear
Queen ' of Juni or Prom . . Well , that that "Pilot " Baker has so far manwas about- all of the grads; now for aged to kee p his- plane from crashing
the undergrads present: Ralph Wilde —(ed. note— "nice going Frankie,
was there in full bloom—and so were boy) . . In parting, the Olde Sleuth
Ken Holbrook and Wade Hooker . '. 2. wishes to remind y ou that there will
Curt Layton plus voice, was there in b e an extr a sp ecial gym dance this
fi n e trim , bolstered by the aid of Saturday
nite—swell orchestra—
"Diddy " Piper, Lin Workman and everything special—will see you there
Occie Emery in the Colby cheering with bells on . . minus the ' p ipe and
section . . Believe that the Frosh magnifying glass. . . .
rules ar e strict er ,at Tufts than here
"All the world's a stage and m os t
—so Occie Emery says—made one of us do nothing else than push the
Frosh- look pretty foolish when he scenery."
made him douse his cig butt . . A
•Nevertheless this humble stagefew couples from Muletown college hand remains , your ever informative
who were th ere : Fred Emery and Sherlock-—
'" V
^
Porto, Bob Walkey and Miss South
Ye OLDE SLEUTH. <£
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Winks

at £i.89

They are BALBRIGGAN PAJAMAS made by FORES T
MILLS. Most excellent in quality and design, come in
all wanted high shades—unusually smart.

by Vanity Fair

Ofif&

p lay a dual role in f eminine NIGHT LIFE

VANITY FA IR BALS and TUCKS

have a double appeal for budget
minded modern s — they're substantial and warm enough to
lounge about in, yet light enough for sleeping. They've all
tne ft* 8*1an<l dash that youthful
lines and vivid colors can give.
College girls love them! And ¦
laundering them is a joy — no
ironing needed, you
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B; U; Represented At
National Convention
Colby chapter of Delta Upsilon fraternity -was represented at its national
convention this Pall by Elliot Drisko,
'39. This 103rd convention was held
September 9-11 at Berkeley, California with the Stanford and University
of Calif ornia Chapters as joint bests.
Drisko traveled further than any
other delegate to this conference,
leaving his home in Colum'bia Falls
the last of August and returning in
time for the opening of college.
He reported that California is a
wonderful country and that California co-eds are nice, though Colby
co-eds may hardly expect much competition from the other side of the
country.
Convention headquarters were in
the Hotel Claremont in Berkeley. An
organized tour took the hundred or
so deleg-ates and alternates to such
sights as the; Stanford campus, San
Francisco and over the two new
bridges spanning the Golden Gate and
San Francisco Bay. A dinner dance
was held at one of San Francisco's
swankiest hostelries atop famed Nob
Hill

DENISE FERRET
(Continued from page 1)
come a nurse in the American Hospital in Paris, she states. Miss Ferret
explains her choice of vocation by
saying that French citizens who can
speak English are in demand for this
hospital; ^he says that she likes
everything about the United States
and Colby,' but is unwilling to compare them with France and her own
school because of*the great difference
in the customs of the two countries.
Miss Ferret comes from ' Paris and
has studied there at the Lycee Felenon. She has had approximately
seven years of English. Her speech
is excellent, however, as she has traveled in England, and has evidently
studied the language quite thoroughly. She confesses that it is still difficult to follow our rapid conversation
wMch is apt to be filled with colloquialisms.
Her curriculum includes German,
Economics, United States History,
the English Novel, and English Composition at Colby, and she is enjoying
her courses very much. Before leaving France, Denise met Jeanne Peyro>t, the French exchange student of
two years ago, and Lucille Jones, one
of our recent alumnae of Colby.
These two gave her excellent advice
and heightened her interest and anticipation of coming to Colby. She
speaks modestly of being awarded the
Exchange Scholarship by saying simply that she "had very many papers to
fill out." .
When asked if the interest of Col-

by students , in football was surprising
to one who had seen only football
games unconnected with any school
or college, Miss Ferret replied laughingly that everyone in Europe knew
of the excitement of American students about football.
.; Miss Ferret scoffs at. the idea, of
feeling homesick while at Colby, saying that she will be kept happy by
the novelty of everything about
American college life. When asked
what her impression of Corby was,
Miss Ferret said, "I am sure Colby
will enrich my- acquaintanceship as
well as my English, and I love it already." Good luck to you, Denise,
Colby welcomes you with a warm
heart !

"Y" ACTIVE
(Continued from page 1)
City for six weeks.' To this school
came undergraduates from all over
the United States. She enjoy ed a
summer school course from Dr. Wilhelm Pauck of the University of Chicago, and a seminar under two S. C.
M. leaders as well as discussion
groups with Norman Thomas, Dr.
Laude of Labor Temple , Dr. Fosdick,
and Dr. Grace Lauckes Elliot. * She
also participated in field- trips to the
Lower East Side and Harlem Housing Projects.• Representing the Y. W. C. A. and
the Y. M. C. A. at the New England
Institute of International Relations
held at Wellesley, was Jean Congdon.
One of the outstanding speakers at

this conference was Bruce-Knight,-the
author of "How to Conduct a War."
He lectured on "The Economic7 Man's
^Responsibility in War." Dr. Y. T. Wu
spoke on China and her problems.
There were interesting controversies
between Dr. Wu, a Chinese delegate,
and Mr. Akomatsu , a Japanese student on Japanese and Chinese views
of present problems.
OUTING CLUB PLANS
(Continued from page 1)
and the mammoth dance—-all combine to make the carnival appear to
be far superior to that of last year.
The Outing dun shortly will embark on its annual drive for members, with the hope that it can once
more double its membership over the
previous year.
•'
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DR. LOUGEE
(Continued from page 1)
der line entrances of which are carefully guarded.
Although a guest of the Russian
government Dr. Lougee was not exempt from the scrutiny to -which all
NOTICE
foreigners entering the country are
Attention is called to the art exsubj ected "by Russian officials. As the
train crossed the boundary, guards in- hibition of Japanese prints being curspected it, and at the customs house rently held in the library. This is but
oh the Russian side the passengers the first of a series of exhibits which
were carefully searched, their money have been planned by the department
checked, and their picture film s taken and the interest of the undergraduate
body would be appreciated.
from them.
In connection with the exhibit of
At Moscow however their party was
warmly greeted by Russian delegates Japanese prints, the ECHO will featand treated most cordially through- ure, upon these pages next week, a
out the Congress which was of ten story concerning them. Watch for
days' . duration. In Moscow Dr. Lou- it!
gee visited the shrine at which the
embalmed body of Lenin is on exhibition. . ;He observed that to the Russians Lenin is still a moving spirit,
whom they regard , as a savior, and in
the hearts of many he replaces the
"Open House" was held under the
religion which they-have abandoned. auspices of the Y. W. C A. Sunday
; A difference of generation is no- night in the Alumnae Building for
ticeable in Russia regarding the opin- the benefit of Freshman girls and
ion of the people concerning regula- men. Dr. and Mrs. Finch attended
tions. The younger Russians are rea- as guest chaperons.
sonably contented with their lot, beCatherine Carson has been elected
cause regulations forbidding depart- librarian of the Y. W. C. A. library
ure from the country have been so
in Foss Hall. Definite library hours
strict for the past few years that the
will be announced in the near future .
youth of Russia is totally unacquaintThe absence this year of the Y. W.
ed with the outside world; hence,
treasurer, Phyllis Rose, requires a new
comparisons are impossible.
But
election to that position. The canamong the older generation which
didates, appointed by a nominating
lias had an opportunity to look
committee, are Marjorie Towle and
farther afield there is wide-spread
Elizabeth Doran. The election will
discontent.
be held at a mass meeting this week.
Dr. Lougee took many pictures in
Deputation teams now underway.
Russia, but- since laws regulating
Larry Dwyer spoke last Sunday in
photography in Russia are so numVassalboro to combined young peoerous and stringent, he twice found
ples groups. Next Sunday Charlie
himself "within the toils of the law,
Russ goes to Vassalboro and River>one necessitating a lengthy stay in
side.
the secret service office.
Memherslrip cards for men are
! Although . he spent much time
available in Religion Office for all who
around Moscow and on trips to the
desire them, These cards give entre
surrounding country as well as to the
to Y. M. C. A . dormitory and recreasouth' the high light of Dr. Lougee's
tional facilities in any city,
summer was his trip to the north.
Next meetin g of men 's Cabi net ,
Jfis main objective was the island of
Thursday at 6.30.
Novai Zinila. Although this region is
Gre at Bap ti st Youn g Peoples' Conin the same latitude as northern Labf erence at Columbia Street Church ,
rador it is habitable because of heat
Bangor, Sunday, October 10. Lucille
Irom the Gulf Stream. The land is
Campbell and Albert Berrie going
Jrozen all the year around and defrom hero. More expected to go Sunspite the fact that there are n o
day.
trees whatever there are a few flowNext week-end Jean Cobb attends
ering plants and many water birds.
a
m
eetin g of th e General ' Committe e
This island is of interest to geologists
of the New England Student Chrisbecause of the presence of glacial ice
tian Movement at Babson Institute.
comparable to that which covered
Next "Wednesday (13) Dr. Kirby
INew England 30,000 years ago. Here,
Page
is to lead morning chapel. Same
for five , days during Dr. Lougee's
evening
at 8.00 ho speaks at Congrestay, the sun did not set and the , icegational Clmrch, Waterville, on "The
encrusted earth was exposed continPresent War Situation."
ually to daylight,
j; The party returned to Leningrad
a)!tor n f ew weeks spent on this most
interesting although desolate island,
in which timo Di% Lougee took many
pictures and studied its geology, . He
rpcrossod the continent via Finland
and the - Scandinavian countries.
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i most attracstanding
right
tive person you ever met, but you don't
know it until you are introduced ...
Unt^ y°u &et aalua *nt€ :d:
And you don 't know how much : j
pleasure a cigarette can give until, some- .' \
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